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Flying in the Gulf Stream
One man’s property developing business has
so far been untouched by the credit crunch,
which has so many of Britain’s construction
and development companies firmly within its
grip. In fact Nicholas Trimmatis,
Chairman of the high-end developers Concept
Business Group World Wide, and his customers
may only be aware of the economic crisis
because of the gloomy headlines dominating
the papers. Business, to put it another way, is
thriving.
“I sometimes compare the high end property market
to flying in the ʻGulf Streamʼ at 45,000ft compared to
flying in a Boeing 737 at 30,000ft,” explains
Trimmatis. “In other words the high end market is
above the weather conditions. The sorts of people
who invest in high end property are less affected by
issues such as the credit crunch. They donʼt need to
borrow money to make purchases, so theyʼre not
dependent on lenders that have made it more difficult to obtain mortgages. The high end market is
currently not showing signs of difficulty. The huge
demand for high end property means this market is
more inclined than any other sector of the property
market to succeed against the run of play.”
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It is exactly this demand which led Trimmatis to
develop Beaufort Gardens in Knightsbridge, London,
in order to make it one of “the most exclusive residential squares in the UK. It also means Trimmatis
will be investing in landmark residential properties in
the most prestigious areas of central London in the
near future, with the main focus on Knightsbridge
and Mayfair.
“There are actually not enough properties available to meet this need. Consequently prices have
been driven in an upwards direction for some time
and, in fact, over the last ten years the value of the
market has tripled,” says Trimmatis.
Concept Business Groupʼs customer base is growing rapidly. Over the last five years emerging markets have shown increasing interest in high-end
properties in London. Statistics released in June
showed China had overtook France in the millionaire
($US) race boasting 415,000 to Franceʼs 394,000,
while worldwide millionaire numbers have surpassed
10.1 million. “Much wealth has been created by
forces in India and China and huge capital has been
generated in Russia, Saudi Arabia and Europe over
recent years. However, itʼs worth remembering it is
not just foreign investors who buy high end property.
It is said that Britons are now buying between 40
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and 50 per cent of all London homes priced at more than £10
million – up from 30 per cent a year ago,” said Trimmatis.
According to Trimmatis, London is increasingly desirable to
these purchasers and properties can fetch more than £6000 a
square foot, compared with £2075 a square foot in New York.
So what sort of property makes these people part with so much
cash?
“In the case of Beaufort Gardens one of the major selling
points is itʼs in one of the best locations in London,” explains
Trimmatis. “Just a stoneʼs throw from Harrods, it is a tree lined
cul de sac just off the Brompton Road. Despite being in the
heart of Knightsbridge it is incredibly tranquil and peaceful,
making it very sought after. Nevertheless, developers have traditionally overlooked Beaufort Gardens, meaning it is relatively
untouched.
“Concept Business Group is all about the concept of luxury
living. We ensure that all our developments have all the latest
mod cons and conveniences associated with modern life, but
also maintain a deep sense of character. Using our new development in Beaufort Gardens as an example, our designers have
managed to beautifully fuse the decadence of a Georgian city
house with the modern luxuries such as a state of the art security system, all the top bespoke specifications and the latest
kitchen and bathroom designs. Whenever we approach a new
project, at the forefront of our minds is the concept of exclusivity. Above all things we know this is what our clients demand and
we have a reputation for delivering.”
The main attraction of the Beaufort Gardens development for
Nicholas was the Georgian architecture which he holds a personal passion for.
“Our plan over the next few years is to make Beaufort
Gardens our main focus, transforming it into the jewel of
Knightsbridge. We have the intention of working hand in hand
with the local council to re-create the original character of the
square. Amongst the plans, if acceptable, is to plant more trees
and plant life in the area, increase the lighting, repair the pavements and also plans to make Beaufort Gardens a traffic free
zone.”

